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weekly alcohol consumption for the 1990
cohort was slightly higher (but not significantly
so) than for the 1996 cohort. The older group

are drinking more, but are drinking for a
longer time.Centre-left and centre-right
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the Democrats (PD), the centrist party that
helped to oust the populist Five Star

movement from power and bring the centre-
left to power in 2013. Populist anti-

establishment Five Star Movement, which has
seen support surge to 20-25 percent after it
swept the European parliamentary elections

last month, slammed the government for
giving back the reforms it took under former
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features.Q: Why does the command to switch
to a directory's parent fail? Let's say I have a
file named a.txt and when I am in the folder

where it resides, I type cd.. (or any variations
of cd) and I get the error cd:..: No such file or

directory Why does the command fail to
switch the folder? I have tried directories that

do not exist, with spaces in them. I did not
come across a different command that would
succeed, unless I use the command to go to
the root directory. I have the directory saved
as my home directory, ~/a.txt. A: cd is a bash
builtin command, not a command that can be
run. The command you are trying to run looks

like a mixture of bash builtin and external.
type cd to see the list of builtin commands,
like so: $ type cd cd is a shell builtin cd is a
shell builtin cd is a shell builtin cd is a shell
builtin there is no way to turn it into a full
blown external command, like ls or ls -a,

because cd is builtin. It cannot be run outside
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a bash process. You can still use it to change
your directory, although by adding an

additional set of bash builtin commands like
cd -P.... $ type cd -P cd -P is a shell builtin I

would advise against messing with your shell's
builtins, because they can and do change to
break your scripts. You would be better off

relying on external commands. Quantification
of cytotoxicity and DNA damage in human

peripheral blood lymphocytes exposed in vitro
to low concentrations of nickel. We quantified

cytotoxicity and DNA damage in human
peripheral blood lymphocytes (HPBLs) treated
with low concentrations of nickel. The results

showed that there were no significant
increases in cytotoxicity and DNA damage in

HPBLs treated with nickel at various
concentrations at 48 h post-treatment. The

data also showed
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